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Customer satisfaction is an important factor to businesses, because it causes customers 
toconstantly return to use the service. Customer satisfaction is also related to the quality of 
service received by the customer of the companys’ products or services. The problem of OC’s 
call center service quality happenedatthe first time a customer contacts the call center where 
waste of customer’s waiting time is detected. Service quality improvement methods used in the 
analysis ofthe waste of customers’ waiting timeis the DMAIC and lean approach. Results showed 
that improvement is seen at thesigma level. The tools used are SIPOC,pareto diagram, CTQ, two 
proportion test, DOE, p-chart, and minitab-16. Service blueprint analysis is used to analyze and 
discuss the relationship between service quality improvement using DMAIC in service process, 
points of contact with customers, and the evidence seen by the customer service 
Keywords: Service Quality, Lean, DMAIC, Service Blueprint, Sigma Level 
 
Abstrak 
Kepuasan pelanggan merupakan hal penting, karena dapat membuat pelanggan berulang 
kembali, untuk menggunakan jasa yang pernah diterimanya. Kepuasan pelanggan juga terkait 
dengan kualitas layanan yang diterima oleh pelanggan dari produk atau jasa suatu perusahaan. 
Permasalahan kualitas ayanan call center PT OCI terletak pada saat pertama call center 
menangani pelanggan melalui panggilan telepon,  dimana masih terdapat pemborosan waktu 
tunggu pelanggan. Metode perbaikan kualitas layanan terhadap waktu tunggu pelanggan 
ditelepon adalah dengan DMAIC dan pendekatan lean, dimana hasil perbaikan terlihat pada 
level sigma yang didapat. Alat-alat yang digunakan SIPOC, diagram pareto, CTQ, two 
proportion test, DOE, p-chart, minitab-16. Selaini tu, dalam analisa dan pembahasan digunakan 
analisa service blueprint untuk melihat keterkaitan perbaikan kualitas layanan menggunakan 
DMAIC terhadap proses pelayanan, titik-titik kontak dengan pelanggan dan bukti pelayanan 
yang dilihat oleh pelanggan. 
Kata kunci : Kualitas Layanan, Lean, DMAIC, Service Blueprint, Level Sigma 
 
JEL Classification: M11: Operation Management; O14: Manufacturing & Service Industries 
 
1. Research Background 
One way to increase company’s value that iss perceived by its customers is through 
building good relationship. For example, a company offers prime quality product with 
competitive prices. These are the two things that attract customers to approach and finally buy 
the company’sproducts. But sometimes customers feel that the company doesn’t want anything 
to do with them when problems occur after purchase, or when the company needs time to find a 
way to build relationship with the customers. A call center division acts asa company’s 
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representative that posses direct contact with those customers. This is the reason why a call 
center has to have operators that really represents the company, then face to face contact by the 
customers.The main task of call center operators is to handle well all customers’ requests on the 
services offered by the company. 
In many call centers, the operators have heavy responsibilities because they are under 
obligation to present high resolution work with low time period. When faced with this problem, 
many companies take steps by terminating their operators in order to increase productivity, 
hiring more operators without focusing on the main problem, or forcing their operators to be 
constantly in front of their telephone so they can increase result. 
Laureani and Antony (2010), stressed that call center is a very important factor in 
increasing profit for any business, and that consistent emphasis will be on lowering cost but still 
giving best service. The opportunity to improve a call center is on the process of handling 
incoming telephone calls. It is where opportunities arise for the company to know more about its 
customers and have more interaction with them. Companies must choose the best way to meet 
customers expectation in answering their inquiries and handling their complaints, answering 
their questions, as well as giving solutions to their specific problems. 
The quality of service is a priority that is very important for a company who wants to give 
added value in their service within this tight and very competitive environment. Inindustrial 
countries, services area dominant sector in the country’s economics where the products offered 
act only as a set of goods whereas services aim at understanding customers’ need 
(Nakhai&Neves, 2009). Here, the opinion of customers become a guidance for service quality 
(de Souza et al., 2013) 
George (2003) explained that the biggest lost a company can make is failing to consider 
and calculate potential lost of its customers. A company can lose anything related to earnings 
and costs. Time and workload management are essential needs in service function. A lot of 
people think that service applications have a setup time, but if the company needs a short time 
period to serve one customer after another, then it will need lots of time to reach normal 
productivity. This means that the company needs a setup time. On the other hand, each time the 
company delays service to a customer (internal or external) due to the fact that it is more 
comfortable to continue working, then the company is piling up workload to be managed later on 
(George 2003). 
OC is a company in the field of service industry. Its product is health service and it has 
units in several big cities in Indonesia. One of its services to customers is a call center that 
functions as the source of information related to consumers’ inquiries, complaints, and needs. 
Currently, OC has branches in big cities such as Bandung, Semarang, Surabaya, Medan, Ujung 
Pandang, Bogor etc 
 
2. Research Methods 
Improvement of service quality at the call center uses a lean six sigma method 
using“DMAIC methods”which focused on inbound center type of call center. Along side this 
methode, “service blueprint” tool is also used. According to Laureani (2012), references indicate 
that the benefit of lean six sigma in manufacture and services industries is: to assure that 
service/product is in line with customer needs (VOC/Voice of Customer), to eliminate waste in 
critical business processes, to reduce defect, to shorten time cycle, and to voice the correct 
product/service at the right time and at the right place. 
George (2003) stated that lean and six sigma have a “DMAIC methods” (Define, 
Measurement, Analysis, Improvement, Control). This “DMAIC method” significantly aids the 
improvement team to obtain a road map of quality improvement using tools that supports the 
accomplishment of every “DMAIC method phase”. Atkinson (2014) added that the “DMAIC 
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method”consists of five phases. The first one being D (Define), is a phase where main problems 
are defined and improvement is supported by the company. The second phase is M 
(Measurement) where evaluation is done to the operational performance and is used as a 
preliminary evaluation when evaluating solution such as decision of the sigma level. The third 
phase is A (Analysis) which is a phase where thoughts and analysis is done based on a measured 
problematic evidences and used as preliminary identification to the root problem and which has 
negative impact on the company’s performance. The fourth phase is I (Improvement) is where 
data from the analysis phase is used to obtain improvement ideas and where implementation of 
change is needed for the fifth phase which is C (Control). The fifth phase is where steps to 
control result is defined and implemented to a remeasuredperformance result in order to obtain 
quality standard that is acceptable by the sigma level.  
McAdam et al. (2009) indicates that “DMAIC methodology”on six sigma is a philosophy 
of business improvement to the company’s strategy and operation. According toReisenberger 
dan Sousa (2010) through their research, although customer satisfaction is very important to a 
company, it is not easy to do in practice. “DMAIC methodology” on six sigma is used to manage 
customers’ complaints in the management process as long as several problems are defined, i.e 
variables influencing process are measured, causes of process failures are analyzed, 
improvement is planned and established, variables are controlled until the desired sigma level is 
reached, and  optimization on highest customer satisfaction are obtained. According to Kumar, 
Strandlund and Thomas (2008) in their research, “DMAIC methods” at six sigma could be 
implemented upon designing service system before, during, and after interaction with customers 
by giving good service to customers which at the end will increase customers’ satisfaction, 
increase customer’ loyalty, and increase company’s earnings. Dreachslin (2007) stated that 
although DMAIC at six sigma is a method commonly related to manufacture sector, it could 
effectively be used to increase strategy and management of various organizations. Antony et al. 
(2012) said that Communication and Information Management (CIM) is very important to a 
company, and that CIM effectiveness could result in significant improvement to the bottom line 
and customers satisfaction, and therefore the use of “DMAIC methods” could be implemented in 
this  transactional case 
Lean six sigmais a management concept that combines methods from lean and six sigma, 
through the lean six sigma, a company can have the speed of lean and the quality of six sigma 
(Laureani, 2012). Antony et al. (2012) stated that company is a group of people that supports 
infrastructure services focused on the core competency of a company in providing high quality 
service of product. In this matter, lean six sigma provides management with concrete proofs to 
reach necessary decisions. This methodology is an important component in a company’s cost 
management system. Lean arises from a ‘just in time’ concept and ‘Toyota Production System’ 
by eliminating waste and who focuses on customers, whereas six sigma focuses on giving value 
to customers (Debuks&Debuks, 2010). Atkinson (2014) stated that improvement on company’s 
performance could be reached with Lean Six Sigma Organization Development (LSSOD). 
LSSOD shows how Organization Development(OD) explains which culture and leadership 
styleare appropriate to reach significant organizational change and improvement through the 
implementation of lean method and the use of six sigma (“DMAIC method”) statistics that aims 
at improving and changing organization to be more successful.  
Lean managementdefines company’s aim in how it values its customers, plans it, and 
implements the flow and process of a value correctly inorder to reach its objective, as well as 
keeping process in accordance with the human interface in problem solution (Jayaraman, 2010). 
Still according to Jayaraman (2010), lean method has been developed by Toyota to help 
standardize continuous improvement aiming at prompt and efficient production of pre ordered 
vehicles, known as the Toyota Production System (TPS). For Gaspersz (2007), lean is defined as 
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a systemic and systematic approach to identify and eliminate waste, to smoothen material, 
product and information flow, as well as to do continuous improvement. Liker (2006) indicates 
that TPS has identified seven wastes that has no added valuesuch as overproduction, waiting, 
transportation, over-processing, inventory, motion, and defect.   
Six sigma levels can be implemented in all processes, but implementing it to the accurate 
level will depend on the company’s cost and benefit strategies. If a process has a 2 or 3 sigma 
levels at the beginning, it will be relatively easier to reach level sigma 4, but to get to level 5 or 6 
(six sigma), it would be need appropriate financial resources as well as sophisticated tools 
statistics (de Souza, et al. 2013).  
“Service blueprint” is a tool to show service process as well as points of contact with 
customers, and at the same time acts as part of customer satisfaction management.  Chase (2004) 
points out that like in all other fields, the manufacture and service process design do need a 
flowchart. For this, service experts have created one and called it the service blueprint. 
“Serviceblueprint”is crucially needed in a service process design Chase(2004) because 
service is intangible and difficult both to explain and to communicate. A service is given by an 
employee to a customer and results in varying outputs. The interaction line between customer 
and company is separated by avisible line. Picture 1 shows theflowchart service blueprint at 




customer actions  1(customers) 
interaction line 
          
onstage     2 (call center)        4 (call center) 
    
visible line 
     
backstage 
                    3 (medical doctors) 
Picture  1 : Service blueprintat OC’s call center 
 
Service quality is an important priority for companies who want to see the difference of 
their services compared to those of their competitors in this currenttight and competitive 
environment.  For this, the “DMAIC methodology”, where lean management is in, shall be 
combined generally with the service blueprint tool that shows service process, points of contact 
with customers, as well as evidences of the service seen by the customer.  
 
3. Result and Discussion 
3.1. OC’s Call CenterData 
Here below is the data collected from OC’s call center. Table 1 shows what occurred 
during a time period of one month (30 days) ending by September 2014. 
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Table 1 shows that there is an issue in call handling during the first call at OC call center 
in form of defect. This surely influenced the quality of the call center.  
 
3.2. Analysis 
Based on data in table 1, an analysis is needed in relation to the points and the quality of 
service of the problems. Analysis uses blueprint service methodology and DMAIC (Define, 
Measure, Analysis, Improve, Control - in this consecutive order). Defects occurring at the first 
call were caused by waste on process handling. Four potential factors based on seven wastes 
were detected. Those factors are: waiting, motion, over-processing, and other. 
 
3.2.1. Define Phase 
This phase identified problems coming from customer’s need which is then followed by 
deciding which will be the target of improvement. The first step is deciding VOC (Voice Of 
Customer) which identifies problems. It is found that the majority of problems are connected to 
high number of customers’ complaints received by the call center. Complaints included: 
Day Numbers of calls 
received 
Numbers of defected 
calls 
1 100 30 
2 100 50 
3 100 50 
4 100 40 
5 100 30 
6 100 40 
7 100 30 
8 100 50 
9 100 40 
10 100 60 
11 100 40 
12 100 30 
13 100 50 
14 100 40 
15 100 30 
16 100 40 
17 100 60 
18 100 50 
19 100 30 
20 100 50 
21 100 40 
22 100 50 
23 100 60 
24 100 50 
25 100 40 
26 100 50 
27 100 60 
28 100 40 
29 100 30 
30 100 30 
Total 3000 1290 
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extensive on-call-waitingfor answers, high frequency of unconnectability to call center due to 
busy line, unsatisfactoryof call center service. The second step is deciding VOB (Voice Of 
Business) which was identified as: management intention to improve call center service quality 
in order to avoid lost of customer.The third one is creating SIPOC diagram as shown in table 3 
that was analyzed with service blueprint tool. 
 
 
Table3 :SIPOC Diagram 










Improvement will be 
done at the process 
Outputs resulted 
by the process 
Parties receiving outputs 
resulted by process 




1. Dates/times  
2. Location 




- Time needed 
to handle calls 
Professionalism Customers 
Not more than 
60 seconds 
Customers 








queue with less 




Based on the service blueprint analysis shown inservice blueprint at  OC’s call center 
(picture 1), waste happened between point 2 to point 3, when call center operator at the4th floor 
was checking availability of on-duty-call doctors at the 3rd floor. Checking had to be done 
physically by looking in at the doctor’s lounge whether an on-duty-call doctor was available.  
 
3.2.2 Measurement Phase 
At the measurement phase, the value of DPMO (Defect per Million Opportunities) and 
the sigma level are measured using a calculated approach. 
Before DPMO value and sigma level is decided using DPU (Defects Per Unit), DPO 
(Defects Per Opportunity) and minilab 16 software, an analysis is done using Pareto diagram 
(Picture 2) to see whether data obtained has great defects and whether it will influence other 
data.  
Based on the data of service quality defect ofTable 1 above, there was an occurance of 
waste in the process of handling the first call which are: motion, waiting, over-processing,and 
others. Table 2 below shows those defects. Next, data in Table 2 was analyzed with a Pareto 
diagram to identified the CTQ (Critical To Quality). Picture 2 shows the result of the Pareto 
diagram.   
 
Table 2: Amount of Service Quality Defect 
Service quality defect Amount  
Other 46 
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Service Quality Defect 645 528 71 48
Percent 49.9 40.9 5.5 3.7































Amount of Service Quality Defect
 
Picture 2 : Pareto diagram  
 
Based on the Pareto diagram, the most probable CTQ could be identified. In this case the 
potential factor identified are: motion and waiting. The DPMO and level sigma were then 
calculated: 
 
Call Center Service Quality 
DPU = total number of quality service defect=1173=  0.391  (1) 
totalnumber of unit                         3000 
 
DPO = total number of quality service defect=      1173=0.000303 (2) 
defect probability                      (3000 x 1290) 
 
DPMO = 0.000303 x 1.000.000 = 303    (3) 
 
The sigma level is obtained by converting the DPMO value to DPMO table of the six sigma 
(Attachment). The sigma level(Zst) obtained are 4.93.      
  
3.2.3. Analisis Phase 
In this phase the vital factor is decided through the potential factor by using two 
proportion test to see the difference between two different conditions. Based on the pareto 
diagram, CTQ potential factor would later inform what are to be improved on the next phase, 
which were the motion and waiting. 
Vital factor resulted from service quality defect analysis (Y) was motion (X1) and 
waiting (X2). From this relation, it is stipulated that 
 
Y = X1 + X2    (4) 
 
Then, an analysis using two proportion test was conducted using Minitab 16 software on 
the motion and waiting. Table 3 and 4 show this step. 
Table3 :Motion 
 Defect Ok Y 
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Idle 10 1280 1290 
Moving 645 645 1290 
 
Result of Minitab 16 two proportion test : 
Difference = p(1)-p(2);  
Estimate for difference = -0,492248;  
95% CI for difference : (-0,519950; -0,464547);  
Test for difference = 0 (vs not = 0);  
Z = -34,83;  
P-Value = 0,000 
 
Based on the above result and because the P-Value is < 0.05, therefore Ho is rejected. 
This means that with a trust level of 95%, it is concluded that proportion between defect and 
non-defect motion in idle and in moving forms are different. 
 
Table4 : Waiting 
 Defect Ok Y 
Quick Respons 15 1275 1290 
 
Waiting 528 762 1290 
 
The Minitab 14 result of the two proportion test : 
Difference = p(1) – p(2);  
Estimate for difference = - 0,397674;  
95% CI for difference : (-0,425137; -0,370212);  
Test for difference = 0 (vs not = 0);  
Z = -28,38;  
P-Value =0,000 
Based on the above result and because P-Value < 0.05, therefore Ho is rejected. This 
means that with a trust level of 95%, it is concluded that the proportion of defect and non-defect 
at waiting in quick responsecondition different from the moving condition. 
 
3.2.4. Improvement Phase 
At thisphase, improvement is done with lean methods using seven wastes and DOE 
(Design Of Experiment) approach. The seven waste approach is needed to see whether 
unecessary steps in the process existed which was extravagant from theseven waste method point 
of view. Based on the seven waste, waiting and motion had occured. In waiting, customers spent 
extensively long time to obtain confirmation for a call center. In motion, a lot of call center 
operators in 4th floor moved about to find out the availability of on-duty-call doctors at 3rd floor. 
Based on the analysis obtained at the analysis phase, improvement needed to be done. 
Firstly was for motion, operators must not move out from their work station for task beyond their 
responsibilities except for personal reasons (going to the restroom, official break, doing prayers, 
on condition that back up operators are available). Secondly was  for waiting, operators must 
comprehend and understand questions raised by customers. Trainings could be given to all 
operators, to minimize this problem, a controlling tool was created to know the availability of 
on-duty-call doctors in the 3rd floor. This tool funcitons electronically with indicator lamps 
signalingwhether there is or there isn’t an on-duty-call doctor. Picture 3 shows that tool. 
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Picture 3: OC call center control tool for on-call-duty doctor 
 
At each improvement stage, improvement is implemented through DOE which is a tool to 
show preliminary decision on data collecting from the experiment and data analysis in order to 
obtain accurate information of the experiment. 
An experiment of service quality of the call center is done where,variable X1andX2  are 
the vital factors of : 
X1 = motion      
X2 = waiting 
 
Next, a DOE (design of experiment) is created to see the result when X1 and X2 are 
combined. The result could be a similarity or difference. The result is the value of Y in form of 
service quality as shown in table 5. With the aid of the Minitab 16 software, a cube plot graph is 
then created (as shown in picture 4) to obtain cube plot calculation, optimum value is a 
combination of motion  = concentration and waiting = 60 second which is = 1.  
 
Table5:DOE of call center’s service quality defects 







1 1 1 1 Concentration 60 4 





3 3 1 1 Concentration 180 2 
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5 5 1 1 Concentration 60 4 





7 7 1 1 Concentration 180 2 














Cube Plot (data means) for Y
 
Picture 4 :Cube Plot Of Data Y Average 
 
Final sigma level after improvement to call center service quality was implemented is as 
follows: 
DPU =total number of quality service defect=   61=0.0203  (5) 
totalnumber of unit                         3000 
 
DPO =total number of quality service defect=      61=0.0001136 (6) 
defect probability                      (3000 x 179) 
 
DPMO = 0.0001136 x 1.000.000 = 113,604      (7) 
 
The value of sigma level is obtained by converting DPMO value to the DPMO table of 
the six sigma. Sigma level (Zst) obtained is 5.20. 
   
3.2.5. Control Phase 
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After improvements were made, call center service quality is standardized to stabilize 
optimum improvement as well as to plan controlling activities using the p-chart tool. Picture 5 
shows the result fromminitab 16 software with data in table 6  
Table6: Post improvment on call center service quality 
Motion  Waiting  Y= X1 + X2 
2 3 5 
5 3 8 
2 6 8 
4 6 10 
2 3 5 
5 3 8 
2 6 8 
3 6 9 
  ∑ Y =61 
 
 
Picture5 :p-chart of call center service quality 
 
4. Conclusion 
The analysis and discussion of “DMAIC method” and “service blueprint” implementation 
showed that there is an interrelation between service quality improvement and the process of 
service, point of contact with customers and evidences of service seen by customers. 
Improvement could be applied with “DMAIC method” with lean approach. The “DMAIC 
methodology” using “lean” approach aims to identify waste and “service blue print”enables to 
shorten service process by eliminating unnecessary operation in the service process and point of 
contact with customers. The five stages of DMAIC (define, measurement, analysis, 
improvement, and control) increased service quality of OC’s call center, and it reduced loss 
derivating from unsatisfied customers who withdraw their loyalty when they experienced bad 
services. 
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The achievment of reaching objective inincreasing call center quality,has created better 
services. This is shown by the final sigma value at the stage of after the implementation of 
improvements. The final sigma level became 5.20from the previous 4.93. “DMAIC method” 
using lean approach and service blueprint could be applied in the service sector using call center 
service. By looking at the sigma level, service quality is clearly seen to have implication in form 
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ATTACHMENT 1 (Tabel motorola’s six sigma process)  
 
